
NOTES ON V-N COMPOUNDS IN BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE

1. Introduction
• In Brazilian Portuguese (henceforth,

BP), Verb-Noun (V-N) compounds are
one of the most productive compound
formations (cf. Sandmann 1989;
Moreno 1997) and are characterized by
presenting a verbal and a nominal
constituent, being the later interpreted
as the internal argument of the former
(e.g. limpa-vidros (lit. clean-glasses,
‘glass cleaner’), saca-rolhas (lit. pull out-
corks, ‘corkscrew’), tira-manchas (lit.
take-spots, ‘spot remover’) lança-
chamas (lit. spear-flame, ‘flame
spear’)).

• We want to provide an initial
description and analysis of these data
from a morphosyntactic view, in order
to show (i) how the verbal constituent
internal to the compound had (or not)
its argument structure saturated, (ii)
how its argument structure is
maintained in a nominal domain and
(iii) which are its arguments.

2. Goals

3. V-N compounds in BP
(1) Morphological properties of V-N

compounds in BP:
a. are nominal;
b. do not allow the presence of a DP

as a second position constituent;
c. are formed from transitive (or

transitivized) verbs;
d. the nominal constituent is

interpreted as an internal argument
of the verb;

e. are semantic, morphological and
categorially exocentric.

(1a) V-N compounds in BP are mainly
nominal, which can have an adjectival use
in some contexts due to their exocentric
structure (e.g., [cocada [quebra-queixo]] (lit.
cocada break-jaw)).

(1b) V-N compounds do not allow their
internal nominal constituent to be
determined, since the presence of a
determiner blocks the compound reading
(e.g., marca-página(s) lit. mark-pages
‘bookmarker’ ≠ marca (as) páginas lit. mark
(the) pages).

(1c) The verb type used in V-N
compound formations are mostly
transitive (e.g., pegar ‘pick up’, lavar
‘wash’, lustrar ‘polish’, tirar ‘take’ – and
some with alternating verbs used in their
causative form (e.g, limpa-vidro(s) lit.
clean-glass(es), ‘glass cleaner’; quebra-
queixo lit. break-jaw, ‘cocada’). No
compound was found with unaccusative
of ditransitive verbs.

(1d) The nouns in such compounds can
only be interpreted as the saturated
internal argument of the verbal
constituent.

(1e) Following Scalise, Fábregas and Forza’s
(2009) notions of headedness in
compounding:

(i) Categorially exocentric:

* N

3

V N

limpa vidro(s)

clean glass(es)

“Glass cleaner”

(ii) Morphologically exocentric:

O[+masc][-pl] porta-mala(s)[-masc][+pl]

The car trunk

(iii) Semantically exocentric:

peixehead espada vs. cocadahead quebra-queixo

4. The bordeline compound-phrase

(2) The nominal constituent in the domain
of the compound cannot be wh-moved of
NP-moved (but it is acceptable when it
remains in situ, (b)):

a. *[O que]i isso é um porta-ti?

*[What]i is this save-ti?

b. Isso é um porta-[o quê]?

(3) It is not possible the insertion of any
element inside the compound (e.g., a
modifier, *limpa (poucos) vidros lit. clean
(few) glasses.

(4) The verbal constituent cannot be
inflected

a. *limp-ava-vidros

clean-3p.sg.past glasses

“Glass cleaner”

(5) It is not possible coordination between
nouns

a. *limpa vidros e janelas

*cleand glasses and windows

� Problems for Lexical Integrity:

(6) a. Esse [saca-rolhasi] enfia [elas]i para
dentro da garrafa em vez de tirar.

This [pull out-corki] pull [them]i

into the bottle instead of pull them
out.

� The vowel status: (i) an imperative
mark, (ii) an indicative 3p.sg. form and
(iii) a thematic vowel, (iv) compound
mark (cf. Ralli 2008).

(7) Conjugation in BP I II III

Verbal thamatic vowel a e i

Vowel in compounding a e i

� The nominal constituent are more
accepted when the noun is a bare singular
(e.g., lustra-móvel/móveis lit. polish-
furniture ‘furniture polish’).

5. Argument structures of V-N
compounds
• The question to be answered is whether

the external argument, in transitive verb
cases, is or not saturated inside the
compound.

• Di Sciullo (1992)

(8) Porta-ombrelli ‘umbrella stand’

N(R)

3

Vi pro-R

3 (Ri)

V N

porta ombrelli

(xi, yi) (Rj)

Proposal: We assume, based on the argument
structure notions presented in Hale & Keyser
(2002), that the external argument does not
need to be saturated inside the compound,
since a nominal head takes the verbal phrase
as its complement giving rise to the
compound causing the prevention of the
external argument insertion.
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6. Final considerations
We argued that the verb in such compounds
can be distributed in monadic and composite
dyadic structures, which are merged to
nominal heads, precluding the external
argument saturation. Once phonologically
defective the nominal head, its complement
(i.e., V projection) is conflated to N, causing
the compoundhood to be maintained and the
noun activation guaranteed.
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